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U.S. department store chain is shuttering its standalone Trunk Club service after buying the try-at-home retailer for
$350 million in August 2014 and giving it much runway for growth.

The Seattle-based Nordstrom will absorb Trunk Club into its own network even as it goes ahead with plans to open
department stores in five more U.S. markets and its first ecommerce operation to service Canadian customers and
prospects.

"Our plans include relocating clubhouse styling to nearby Nordstrom stores to reach more customers," said
Nordstrom CEO Erik Nordstrom on the March 3 earnings call.

The company will integrate Trunk Club into Nordstrom full-line stores and Nordstrom.com "to create a cohesive
styling offering across Nordstrom and to gain efficiencies," per the earnings release.

There was no indication of the jobs lost or when the integration would take place.

Out of style
The closure is certainly an acknowledgment that alternative retail models struggle to meet targets and justify costs
as consumer shopping behavior is stubbornly wedded to straightforward retail online, in-store or via catalog.

The news came the day that fashion rental service Armarium threw in the towel after four years of operation, leaving
the market to Rent the Runway and a few smaller players (see story).

The Trunk Club has standalone stores in Chicago, New York, Washington, Boston, Los Angeles and Dallas, TX.

When founded 11 years ago, the trunk club sought to bring the store to the customer's home, close to the model of
trunk shows.
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The Trunk Club's premise is clear: Take its quiz for to gauge style preferences, receive a preview email from the
stylist with selections to review, and then try on the new looks and return what is not liked.

Shipping is free both ways a major cost in itself.

The service caters to both men and women.

Based in Chicago, the Trunk Club purchase quickly turned sour for Nordstrom.

Only two years after buying the service to get ahead of retail trends, Nordstrom had to take a $197 million write-off
on its investment. Layoffs followed, a fulfillment center was shut down and founder Brian Spaly left.

Three years later, things seemed to have turned around and almost 300 new positions were announced in January
2019, with plans to post an estimated $500 million in sales by 2021.

But a brutal retail environment in luxury has stymied department stores as monobrand stores and ecommerce
platforms such as Net-A-Porter, Farfetch, Matchesfashion and Moda Operandi nibble at the edges and build direct
relationships with customers and prospects.

THERE MAY BE a silver lining in the Trunk Club's loss as a standalone retail brand. Nordstrom could use the service
to boost membership of its  Nordy Club membership.

Nordy Club members can currently use Trunk Club services, but they are more likely to try the styling service if they
can do it while shopping in-person, which is a major differentiator from subscription box and online-only retail
services, per Clarus Commerce.

Data from Clarus Commerce shows 22 percent of shoppers are willing to pay for premium services such as the
Trunk Club as an exclusive in-store experience.
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